
Larry Lancaster 
	

1 1 / 2 / 94 
PO Box 901 
Somerset, KY 42502 

Dear kir. Lamcaster, 

Thanks for your thoughtful letter. Our list is enclosed. I write more in fairness 
to the memory of the man who was, for his day, one of the better Senators, as 1  then 
becfreved. I am, by the way, a Democrat. 

It was difficult for me to understand hoo men I respect(like Warren and Cooper, 

could sign that Report. I can lit take time for all I  learned after writing my first 

book but I came to understaid that while Warren knew what he was doing, no innocence 
there, ho did believe it was in the country's interest and he had been core ed by LBJ 

and intimidated by J . FrOgar hoover. T a lesser degree this is true of all the Memheri 
411  4'4"A including Cooper. But they were all oo busy te do justice to that responsibility and 

for all the efforts they made they could not be fully aware of the evidence/that, biased 
as it was, destroyed the conclusiousof the .Report. Bill Neichter, a Louisville lawyer 
and a friend, has been trying to improve the Coopdr archive. 41e learned that Cooper 
took the Commission secrecy so literally he shar4d nothing with his staff and aside from 
his many Senate responsibilities spent hours 

what wasvessentially irrelevant dumped on 

Russell, Cooper was exy)71 him in his vigorous 

each week going over the enormous load of 

them by the staff. But as I learned from 

opposition to the sing14611et theory and 
refused to sign the Report with that in it. Rankin and Warren worked out what they 
presented as a compromise that incorporiaed Russell's and Cooper's objections but it 
oas a con, it was saying the same thing in different words, which neither Russell nor 
Cooper understood.To a limited degree I go into this in WW IV. I've learned more since 
then. It was in fairness to Cooper's memory that when Norris' producer phoned I said I'd 
like people in Kentucky to know a little of thp truth. If there had been more time I 
ccruld have said more. I had that "ussell prepl'Ered in advance of an executive session 
he forced by refusing to sign the Report, witi Cooper's agreement, and I was prep red to 
real part of it, along with Cooper's agreement with it. 

Wish I had time for more. Thanks and best wishes, 

Harold Weisberg 
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